A decade of Nucleic Acid Programmable Protein Arrays (NAPPA) availability: News, actors, progress, prospects and access.
Understanding the dynamic of the proteome is a critical challenge because it requires high sensitive methodologies in high-throughput formats in order to decipher its modifications and complexity. While molecular biology provides relevant information about cell physiology that may be reflected in post-translational changes, High-Throughput (HT) experimental proteomic techniques are essential to provide valuable functional information of the proteins, peptides and the interconnections between them. Hence, many methodological developments and innovations have been reported during the last decade. To study more dynamic protein networks and fine interactions, Nucleic Acid Programmable Protein Arrays (NAPPA) was introduced a decade ago. The tool is rapidly maturing and serving as a gateway to characterize biological systems and diseases thanks primarily to its accuracy, reproducibility, throughput and flexibility. Currently, NAPPA technology has proved successful in several research areas adding valuable information towards innovative diagnostic and therapeutic applications. Here, the basic and latest advances within this modern technology in basic, translational research are reviewed, in addition to presenting its exciting new directions. Our final goal is to encourage more scientists/researchers to incorporate this method, which can help to remove bottlenecks in their particular research or biomedical projects. SIGNIFICANCE: Nucleic Acid Programmable Protein Arrays (NAPPA) is becoming an essential tool for functional proteomics and protein-protein interaction studies. The technology impacts decisively on projects aiming massive screenings and the latest innovations like the multiplexing capability or printing consistency make this a promising method to be integrated in novel and combinatorial proteomic approaches.